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Dining in a good restaurant or food joint is not merely about eating rather in a technology savvy
present it is about the interactivity aided by high end technology that can be touched. Yes, the era of
interactive restaurant is here and it is pretty interesting too. MoJo iCuisine being the first of its kind
fully interactive restaurant in Taiwan provides its users with a unique dining experience on a
modular dining table which can dine two persons at a time. Functional with touch sensors and visual
interface (viewed from two different orientations) projected from an overhead camera to add a little
extra zing to the whole dining experience.

Courtesy the touch sensors user can interact with the table in many ways like one can touch a menu
from the table itself, order dishes from kitchen, toss over different digital cloth on the table, play
games till the order is ready and check out their pay bills. The most productive bit about this
interactive table is the fact that one can place their order directly to the chef without the need to call
the waiter which saves a hell lot of time. For that unparalleled dining experience the interactive table
puts forth an array of vivid colors in changing patterns and toggles the graphics according to the
dinerâ€™s mood. The restaurant interiors are awe-inspiring to say the least and it gives us a whole new
way of looking at the way dining is. This unique interactive waiter-ing method also saves the
restaurant a lot of money that they would otherwise spend on traditional means.

On the other corner of the globe there is a similar kind of interactive menu being used by restaurant
owners to enhance the overall experience of ordering meals with a bit of fun. Israeli company
Concept has come up with their new technology called the E-Menu that allows the diners to order
their meals from an interactive touch screen interface. One can place multiple orders via a very
interactive and informative interface that has a visual menu with high resolution pictures of the dish
that is placed in the menu, this way one can have a good look at what they are ordering. Double that
with the other addictive things added in the interface like games for spending quality time while the
order is being prepared attracts the users to the restaurants having the E-Menu interface.

E-Menu is the future of restaurant technology that is viable alternative to having to deal with a
moody waiter and it is in a way better way to order the meals directly from their table without any
hassles. It in a way enhances the social experience as diners can interact amongst themselves
about the meals theyâ€™ll order. Many restaurants in Israel as well as South Africa, Belgium and France
have installed E-Menu and according to the restaurant owners the sales have boosted quite a bit
after the installation.
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This technology of a multi touch solutions is now being made available to the Australian public by a
Interactive Interiors. They not only offer turnkey solutions, but also complete custom design,
software development, engineering & fabrication for almost any type of interactive project!
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